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CALIPER PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR INFORTM CRM
Caliper Project Management (PM) is a project management add-on for the Infor CRM v8 product suite. Caliper PM includes the following as
part of the standard package: Infor CRM Web screens, Infor CRM Mobile, a Spotfire (Advanced Analytics) bundle and a KnowledgeSync event
pack.

The Infor CRM components were built only with the Infor CRM Web development tool (Application Architect) using only native Infor CRM
components. The Spotfire bundle was created using the Spotfire Professional designer tool, and the KnowledgeSync event pack was created
using the KnowledgeSync Event Manager. Also, the Caliper Project Management tool has been designed to use TaskCentre Reports. There is
no proprietary source code anywhere within Caliper PM, so the application can be fully customizable by any end user or business partner with
adequate training in each of the supported technologies.

The application was designed to capture information about the following aspects of a project:

 Projects

 Tasks

 Time entry

The goal in building Caliper PM was simplicity and power, so features that do not add direct value to this design goal, e.g., such as expense 
reporting, were purposefully omitted from the first version of the product.

Projects
The Project module is the main module for Caliper PM. The following screen shows the default detail screen for this module. Note that the
time entered by the end user resources against the Project is calculated (in real-time) in read-only fields in the lower-right portion of the
screen. This mitigates the need to run reports to compare the project estimated budget/effort to the actual budget/effort. Actual start dates for
the project are also automatically captured, based on the first time entry added to a Project.

Also note that a Project can be associated with an Opportunity. This association can be made manually after a Project has been created in the
system. Caliper PM also includes an update to the Opportunity module to create a Project when an Opportunity is set to Closed/Won.

For organizations selling Projects as Opportunities, in Infor CRM this feature was designed to save time and avoid data entry errors.

The Caliper Project tabs include Tasks,
Attachments, Notes/History, Contacts, Issues,
Risks, Status Updates, Task Progress, Time
Entries, Change Requests, and a Journal.

There is also Project Milestones and a Project
Timeline tab, which utilizes a Gantt Chart for
improved efficiency.
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Tasks
The Tasks module is another important module for Caliper PM.  Tasks are units of work within the system, and make up the building blocks of 
projects. 

The following screen shows the default detail screen. Note that the time entered against the task is automatically calculated (in real-time) in 
read-only fields, which mitigates the need to run reports to validate the project to budget.

Also note that a Task does not need to be related to a Project. 
Caliper PM is unique in this regards, as there is often the need to 
track time/estimates for smaller tasks that are not associated with 
any other project/task in the system (such as the installation of a 
new server). 

In many other project management systems, the Project Manager 
must either enter a “default” project for which to assign these one-
off tasks, or enter a Project for the Task, which adds no value but a 
lot of data entry. 

Caliper PM, on the other hand, supports Tasks associated with 
Projects, as well as stand-alone (generally one-off) Tasks.

Caliper Task tabs include Attachments, Notes/History, Resources, Task Progress, Time Entries, Change Requests, and a Journal.

Timesheets
Most of the effort in creating Caliper PM was spent in the timesheet area. The design goal was to make a time entry system that is as easy to
use as Microsoft Excel.

Timesheets are divided into 3 sections. The top section represents Projects/Tasks as assigned to the user. The middle section allows users to
track time against administrative” (i.e. non-project) categories, which are defined when the system is installed (these categories are not hard-
coded). The bottom shows a read-only view of time logged against Tickets (for those users who also use Infor CRMTM for customer service
or support).

For the top section, Tasks are rows in the timesheet, and the days of the week are represented as columns. The only tasks that a user sees are
the tasks where he/she is listed as a resource on the task. All other tasks are hidden.

Users also have the ability to add time to a task on an
ad-hoc basis even if the task isn't directly assigned to them.

Any cell marked as orange indicates that a note was added to the
cell. This is often a brief explanation for the work performed. For a
user to enter time, all they need to do is enter their cursor in the
cell and enter a valid number.

Should they wish to enter a note, update the percent
complete, or enter a challenge, they simply double-click on the cell
to add this information.
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